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SAGE PARTNERS WITH WALDO TO OFFER SAGE PREMIER TO MEMBER LIBRARIES

Los Angeles, London, New Delhi, and Singapore (October 24, 2007) – SAGE and the Westchester Academic Library Directors Organization (WALDO) have signed an agreement to offer participating member libraries access to SAGE’s online journals.

Researchers at participating WALDO libraries in New York, Connecticut, New Jersey, Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, New Hampshire, and Vermont can now explore content in over 400 journals (including backfile to 1999) via SAGE Premier, which is one of the world’s largest collections of social science titles, and contains a growing portfolio of highly-ranked scientific, technical and medical journals. These journals are available on SAGE’s user-friendly online journal delivery platform, SAGE Journals Online.

“The SAGE Premier journals fit perfectly into the WALDO strategy to provide our member libraries with access to high-quality, full-text resources,” commented Robert Karen, WALDO Director of Member Services. “The excellent journals in SAGE Premier are an integral part of our online offerings, helping to provide our patrons with the quality research they’ve come to expect at WALDO libraries.”

“We are very pleased that WALDO has chosen to be part of our constantly expanding SAGE family of consortia,” added Tom Taylor, Vice President of Marketing and Sales at SAGE. “SAGE has had a long collaborative relationship with WALDO over the years and this new agreement ensures that WALDO libraries will have access to SAGE’s peer-reviewed, ISI-ranked journals into the future.”

SAGE is a leading international publisher of journals, books, and electronic media for academic, educational, and professional markets. Since 1965, SAGE has helped inform and educate a global community of scholars, practitioners, researchers, and students spanning a wide range of subject areas including business, humanities, social sciences, and science, technology, and medicine. A privately owned corporation, SAGE has principal offices in Los Angeles, London, New Delhi, and Singapore.

www.sagepublications.com

The Westchester Academic Library Directors Organization (WALDO) is a not-for-profit multi-type library membership consortium supporting the procurement and administration of electronic information services for libraries in the Northeast United States since 1982. http://www.waldolib.org/